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The New Culture of Learning
in a world of constant flux

21st Century Learning

h   B  h fThree  Big Shifts

Are we preparing our students for them?p p g
Are we leveraging them for scalable learning?
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The 21st C infrastructure is driven by the continual 
exponential advances of computation, storage & 
bandwidth, with no stability in sight!! 

SS-curve

rapid set of punctuated moves
(potentially never ending)

S-curve

In a world of increasingly rapid change,
the half life of a given stock/skill is 

constantly shrinking.

Stocks =====> Flows
protecting 

knowledge assets
participating 

in knowledge flows

y g

creating new knowledge
(strong tacit component)

Scalable Tacit Learning
(embracing change)

resisting change
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The second shift: to an era of
complexity and large-scale problems

t h i al   > i t h i altechnical   ------> socio-technical

“We begin to understand the interconnectivity of 
everything from both the ecological perspective and 

from the human perspective”from the human perspective

No significant problem is an island to itself… where 
the unintended consequences to an action can often

overwhelm the intended consequences.

National Academy of Engineering Grand Challenges
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Provide access to clean water
Restore and improve urban infrastructure

Advance health informatics
Engineer better medicinesEach of these challenges requires ang n  b tt  m d n
Reverse-engineer the brain

Prevent nuclear terror
Secure cyberspace

Enhance virtual reality

Each of these challenges requires a
socio–technical, interdisciplinary 

approach. 
Are we preparing our students for such?

Enhance virtual reality
Manage the nitrogen cycle

Advance personalized learning
Engineer the tools of scientific discovery

The Third Shift--
The Explosion of Data

almost beyond comprehension!

“Every two days  we now create as much 
information as we did from the dawn of 
civilization up until 2003.

h hLet me repeat that: we create as much 
information in two days now as we did from 
the dawn of man through 2003.”

Eric Schmidt, CEO Google
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Perhaps we need  to rethink

A 21st Century Challenge: 
preparing our students 

for this world of constant change!

Perhaps we need  to rethink
how we actually learn- especially

the tacit.  
what we need to learn &
how new media has changed h w new media ha  hanged 
the game in fundamental ways

Creating a resilient mindset in our students –
ability to change, adapt, re-conceptualize
and engage in deep listen with humility.

Cartesian View of Learning

Knowledge as substance

And pedagogy as knowledge transfer
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we participate
therefore we are

The Social View of Learning

understanding is socially constructed

Nothing Beats Collaborative Study Groups –
especially around homework

The social construction of understanding is real.

[and no better way to learn than to explain to others]
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The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.

And this works virtually as well!

Distributed but connected via IM, ichat, FB, SL…

And in social networks 
across colleagues & friends

Blogs–Facebook – Twitter – LinkedIn - Ning …

(500 million on FB & growing fast!)
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Scaling social 
learning/doing communities

to distributed communities of practice.

SourceForge.net

Open Source becomes a scalable medium for 
distributed cognitive apprenticeship

g

10/2/2010

The Rise of the  Pro - Amateur Class
amateur professional

from Latin – amator : lover
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Blogs
BBSs
Yahoo groups
Data bases
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a new form of mentor ship is emerging
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ExplicitLearning about

A standard view

Tacit
Learning –to-be

dimensions of knowledge
(Michael Polanyi) 

ExplicitLearning about

A modified approach

Tacit
Learning-to-be

The virtuous circle
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The Architecture Studio—
focusing on learning-to-be

all work-in- progress is public

learning as enculturation 
into a practice.

The Architecture Studio—
as a collective learning experience

both master & peer critiquing

developing a disposition for receiving/giving critiques
(critique is different from criticism. It is an agent of inquiry)

both master & peer critiquing.
(a collective experience) 
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desk crit-
pin uppin up

critique and the expanded brief.

formal review

The Bigger Picture
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A Blended Epistemology

Homo Sapiens Homo  Faber
(hu)man as knower              (hu)man as maker

Tools as instrumental Tools as productive inquiryTools as instrumental Tools as productive inquiry

homo sapiens
knowing

homo faber
making

Extending the Blended Epistemology

homo ludens
playing
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homo ludens
a highly nuanced concept of play

• as in freedom to fail, fail and fail again and
then get it right: think of extreme sportsthen get it right: think of extreme sports…

• as play of imagination – poetry
• as in an epiphany – suddenly falling in place 

as in solving a riddle.

Learning as “riddles”Learning as riddles
leading to a reframing  or
re-registering of the world

play as the progenitor of culture
Huizinga

in new media –
We can now create

context as well as content 
&

given that meaning emerges as much from
context as content

this opens a new dimension of 
experimenting/playing with meaning creation. 
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65,000
t i   &

Fanfiction.com forums
wikis
videos

Harry Potter Worldwide Movement

stories  &
podcasts

videos
podcasts
contests

386,000 stories archived, 
f

Fanfiction.net

6,314 communities of interest
1,774 discussion forums

Are we prepared for students used to creating their own
global collective, intertwined with a networked imagination?

Blogging as joint context creation

“The blogger is—more than any writer of the 
t  d   th  d  past— a node among other nodes, 

connected but unfinished 
without the links and the comments and   

the track-backs 
that make the blogosphere, at its best, g p

a conversation, rather than a production.”

Andrew Sullivan – Atlantic Monthly
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Juan Cole – Scholar and Blogger
University of Michigan.

A new kind of public intellectual?
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Carla Hesse:

“Knowledge is no longer that 
which is contained in space, but 
that which passes through it, like 
a series of vectors, each having 
direction and duration yet 
without precise location or limit.

In the future, it seems, there will 
be no fixed canons of texts andbe no fixed canons of texts and 
no fixed epistemological 
boundaries between disciplines, 
only paths of inquiry, modes of 
integration, and moments of 
encounter.”

“The warrior exists to conquer and own knowledge 
about the world  and to build things from that 

An ontological shift 
(design literacies - pathways to efficacy)

about the world, and to build things from that 
knowledge.”
“The mystic wants to be in the world and to steep in 
its existence.”

From being either/or  to becoming bothg g
warrior and mystic Octavio Paz

“To act in and upon the world so that one’s actions
deeply resonate so as to provoke change”

Ap-j/jsb
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A Fundamental Transition
in how many of today’s global youth 

create their own identitycreate their own identity

I am what I create, share 
and others build on.

I am what I 
wear/own/control

Agency Impact+

Thank You

Special thanks to 
Ann Pendleton-Jullian – OSUAnn Pendleton Jullian OSU

Design Literacies – pathways  to efficacy, 2011
Ann Pendleton- Jullian &  JSB


